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- All the reviews are matched in length 

- Also matched in how negative/positive or concrete/abstract they are: should be 

approximately the same 

 

- Only tested for the positive reviews to check if it really worked 
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- People exposed to abstract reviews write more abstract reviews, the same for concrete 

reviews 

- Social sciences study: tiny effects 

- But a giant volume of consumer reviews: so giant effect on the economy 

- So: pick a long, concrete review to show to people prior to their review → their review will 

be more concrete as well 

 

- The more concrete the review before theirs was, the more they were inclined to agree with 

that reviewer 

o “They seem to know what they’re talking about” 
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- We think more positively about that reviewer when their review is more concrete 

 

- When you’re exposed to concrete reviews, this increases the likelihood that you’ll give a 

higher star rating 
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- Also included negative reviews 

 

- Light grey (left): negative ones 

- Dark grey (right): positive ones 

- Small effects 

- The same patterns happens to negative reviews: exposed to negative concrete review, you 

will write a more negative concrete review 

o Same for abstract reviews 
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- Main effect: doesn’t depend on valence of review 

- Similar pattern as in study 1: concrete reviews (both positive and negative) lead to more 

positive appreciation of the reviewer 

 

- You like the product better when the review was concrete (even when the review was 

negative) 

o So also as a brand you should worry about this: important to inspire people to talk 

concrete about your product 

Conclusion 

- Review websites’ design triggers more behavioral styles than the behaviors they typically test 

for 

- Conversational dynamics also work on a meta-level 
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o We typically think about a conversation as something that happens in real life 

between two people, but they also happen digitally without the others being 

presents 

o ! Important lesson for digital marketeers who think there isn’t happening any 

conversation 

▪ We still need to think about the little traces of conversation that are left 

- Platforms can use these insights to the benefit of readers (their main audience) 

- Brands should try to boost concrete reviews (early triggers/incentives, give people 

something specific to talk about…) 

o The sooner you trigger people for a review, the bigger the chance that the 

experience is still fresh in their heads 

o F.ex. Make an experience more instagramable: make it more concrete and specific  

→ give people something to talk about 

- Bad reviews: if it’s only a couple of them, that’s the reality 

o Hiding negative reviews = slippery slope for company culture 

- Fake reviews: is does happen 

WEEK 4 

1. “Native” advertising: a popular example of covert digital advertising 

Remember… 

 

- Different phases of how media and advertising grow 

- Phase 3: influencer marketing has a lot of characteristics of native marketing 

o They are posting content that feels at home at the medium 

o Boosts the popularity of Instagram 

- Phase 4 advertising typically is easily recognized by consumer + high volume = rather high ad 

avoidance & low involvement 

o Medium becomes that big that it loses some of its relevance 

o Starts to monetize on the exposure: advertising revenue coming from mainstream 

ads 

▪ We start to recognize the ads 

- Continuous push from advertising industry to “re-invent” phase 4 media such that consumers 

do not engage in ad avoidance 

o Push to be as relevant as possible 
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o More covert ads (like product placement) 

1.1 Persuasion Knowledge Model 

 

- 1994: area where TV advertising was mainly just ad blocks. Newspaper advertising was highly 

distinguishable from newspaper content.  

- Persuasion knowledge = your knowledge about how persuasion works which you can throw 

in as a barrier for the potential effects of the persuasive message 

o A lot of people think they have it, but in the end, it’s tricky 

- “It doesn’t affect my behaviour” → but it can affect your attitude or cognition 

o F.ex. “I won’t buy this product” = behaviour 

- Cognitive capacity and attention for persuasive messages overrated 

- Relatively doable for traditional advertising; more difficult for more complex persuasive 

attempts 

- Friestad, M.S., & Wright, P. (1994). The Persuasion Knowledge Model: How People Cope with 

Persuasion Attempts. 

Traditional ads: literacy development 

 

- At age 5, children start recognizing ads → suggesting that it’s not that difficult 

o They would say: “ads are shorter and funny” 
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- Between the age of 6 and 9 they start to understand the intent of ads 

- At age 10-12 they start to develop critical attitudes towards advertising 

- At age 13-16 they start developing insights in misleading tactics 

- This is suitable for TV ads and billboards, but not for the digital ads 

 

- What do you think this is? An ad or not? 

o = first stage of persuasion knowledge: if you don’t recognise it, you can’t throw in a 

barrier 

- Percentage of correct recognition 

- Results: 

o 5 year olds 

▪ They make quite some mistakes, even if it’s an easy task 

▪ When it’s no ad, they are sometimes thinking it’s an ad 

▪ They can’t recognize the banner ads because they can’t read 

o 6-7 years old 

▪ Make some mistakes 

o 8-9 years old 

▪ Perfectly fine to recognize TV advertising 

▪ They make mistakes concerning internet ads 

o 10-11 years old 

▪ They still make mistakes concerning internet ads 

- Problematic: to create regulations etc, they have taken the TV advertising to talk about all 

the kinds of the advertising → not correct! 

1.2 Continuous push to covert marketing: offline & digital 

- Offline: e.g. product placement 

- Digital: e.g. influencer marketing & native advertising 

- Possible strategic goals for covert marketing 

1. Persuade consumers: circumvent advertising literacy 

2. Break through ad clutter (as long as it didn’t become mainstream) 
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3. Simplifying stakeholder model 

▪ F.ex. Talking to 1 influencer: sometimes easier for advertiser 

(1) Advertising literacy 

“Advertising literacy refers to personal knowledge people have about advertising, its persuasive 

intent, and the advertising techniques that are used to target them and the skills they have to 

critically cope with advertising. Due to the recent developments in the media landscape, the lines 

between the commercial message and media content have blurred and consumers’ advertising 

literacy is being challenged. Especially minors, who are still developing their advertising literacy skills, 

have difficulties identifying and coping with new advertising types.” 

= Recognizing ads + dealing with them (how to react) 

(2) Break through ad clutter 

- Cf. advertorials, infomercials 

- Vitamix infomercial for 1949: it’s old stuff we’re talking about 

o Still early stages of TV 

o Already critical thoughts about separate ad breaks 

o People need more genuine and native content 

- The penalty of leadership 

o Newspaper article (back then called an advertorial), 

which we would call today a native ad (editorial with 

advertising purpose – has the feeling of a journalistic 

item) 

o 1914 

(3) Simplified MarCom stakeholder model 

 

- In its simplest way it looks like the left, in reality it looks like the right 

- Very complex stakeholder systems 

o Who to blame when there’s a problem? 

- Influencer marketing 

o Influencer has a contract with the influencer agency 

o Advertiser has to deal with the influencer agency and the government 
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Real Time Bidding (RTB) / Ad Exchange 

 

2. Covert advertising & Persuasion knowledge – Evans & Park (2015) 

Covert advertising focused on advergames & in-game ads 

- Some games do have a setting where it feels kind of natural that ads or brands are appearing 

- The more you are focused on the narrative of your media consumption, the more you can be 

influenced by covert forms of advertising 

o Your guards are down for cognitive and attitudinal effects 

- Persuasion knowledge not cued (aangespoord) in covert setting (and experience with a type 

of covert advertising will lead to schema representations to understand the advertising 

concept; after X exposures, we will have advertising schema to apply persuasion knowledge 

to such an ad situation) 

- If cued, persuasion knowledge not necessarily leads to skepticism: association with 

entertainment combined with the lack of substantive product claims can be enough to 

overcome the negative effects of recognizing the advertisement 

o A brand just being there (without open claims about them being the best) can be 

sufficient to overcome the 

negative effects 

- We have a strong focus on behavioural 

effects, but advertising has been built on 

attitude and cognitions effects 

 

- Schematic representation of how 

advertising literacy and persuasion 

knowledge work 

- More simple model = sufficient 
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3. Native advertising 

Native advertising 

- A type of advertising that mimics 

non-advertising content and thus 

looks “native” to the medium it is 

presented in 

- F.ex. Newspapers with sponsored 

articles, social media in-feed ads 

- F.ex. Buzzfeed, Newsmonkey 

- Every major newsbrand nowadays 

has native advertising 

- Part of the newspapers are already plain ads. Another part looks like content: 

o Real journalistic content 

o Journalistic content that is based on press releases (not first-hand written by 

journalists) 

o Native advertising 

▪ In-depth articles paid by brands 

Native advertising through the stakeholder lense 

 

- Focusing on how journalists, news consumers and advertisers feel about it 

- The journalists are having struggles with the typical ‘Chinese wall’ 

o Metaphor: some giant barrier between journalists and the marketing department 

of the newspaper 

o Native advertising: it’s marketing, but also journalism because journalists are writing 

for advertisers 
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- Qualitative interviews 

- Journalists start realizing they need the readers and their money 

For journalists and readers 

- Still unpublished research suggests (Luyckx et al): 

o Readers seem to understand that the presence of native advertising allows them to 

access editorial content for free 

▪ They also evolved 

o Readers expect news media to keep their focus on providing journalistic work, 

instead of increasing their profits 

▪ Delicate balance point 

- Leads to lowered trust in the news medium, damage to its image and a decrease in 

readership 

o Especially universities and newspapers should worry about losing credibility 

(extreme) Examples: Newsmonkey – Buzzfeed 

“Commercial model: we want to redefine the role of media in the commercial relationship with 

brands. We are no longer a ‘dumb’ media platform, we offer much more. We sell access to our 

audience and our community in innovative ways (native advertising), but also our know how about 

reaching that generation Y. In doing so, we take out the obsolete middle men in the old process of 

media sales.” 

→ Simplifying the stakeholder model due to native advertising: you can skip at least one party. They 

also sort of take out the advertising agency because they can create the text for you 

Also traditional media 
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Persuasion knowledge? 

- Stakeholders: the newspapers with native ads, the advertiser and the reader 

o They have different stakes 

o The reader wants the newspaper to be credible 

o But a newspaper pretending to have content when it are actually ads, they’re not 

credible → they have to inform the reader 

o The advertiser won’t agree, because they wanted to break through the ad clutter and 

wanted relevance and reach = no explicit ads 

- Disclosure statements and/or symbols 

o Most readers do not see/process them (eyetracking research) 

 

Transparency as a solution? 

- In the short term: advertiser might think it’s better not to be transparent, newspaper will 

also think the same because of the money of the advertiser 

- But in the long term → Research starts to point out: 

o That transparent native (and other covert) ads do increase brand cognition and 

recall, without necessarily jeopardizing attitudes 

o That age-old advertising insights also apply to native advertising: relevant native ads 

work better; entertaining native ads are considered to be less annoying; … 

o That media can use native ads as a business model but should be even more careful. 

Negative perceptions are also attributed to the medium and not only to the 

advertiser 

- People are looking for information and entertainment → if you can provide that, you’re fine 
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4. Short detour to influencer marketing … because a lot of resemblance with native 

Belgian government (FOD Economie) 3 years ago: influencer rules 

- The influencers were very upset → rules were cancelled 

- Sector came up with selfregulation 

Stakeholder model 

 

- Major traditionally media are much more locally bounded than social media 

- You want the advertising budget to be spend at local media 

Local situation today 

- Flemish media regulator: content creator protocol → couple of weeks ago 

o https://www.vlaamseregulatormedia.be/nl/content-creator-protocol 

- Belgian Federal Government (again department of Economy) but co-regulation with the 

sector 

o https://www.ubabelgium.be/nl/newsresources/item/2022/04/25/Nieuwe-

aanbevelingen-inzakeinfluencers-voor-meer-transparantie 

o Co-regulation: not really met in the middle → little room for the sector to bargain 

International situation 

- See, for example https://blogen.influence4you.com/brand-and-influencer-partnershipsall- 

you-need-to-know-about-regulation-in-spain-germany-italy-francebelgium-uk/ 

- A lot of focus on disclosure, but this still puts a lot of responsibility with the consumer. 

- What about the vulnerable consumer? (e.g. yesterday’s news on gambling ads) 

- And what about the stakes of the social media? 

o Until now, influencers could make money without having to give anything to 

Instagram 

- Constantly popping up new regulations 

Influencer marketing is out of control 

- Bigger influencers gradually move to a “phase 4” advertising medium: 

o Big reach, an “industry” 

o Influencer agencies: managing the influencers, negotiating the deals with the 

advertisers, coordinating the media planning 

https://www.ubabelgium.be/nl/newsresources/item/2022/04/25/Nieuwe-aanbevelingen-inzakeinfluencers-voor-meer-transparantie
https://www.ubabelgium.be/nl/newsresources/item/2022/04/25/Nieuwe-aanbevelingen-inzakeinfluencers-voor-meer-transparantie
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- Micro-influencers and would-be influencers…: 

o Moms acting as the managers of minors that are influencers 

o Lots of people acting as if they are influencers, hoping to get paid at some point 

- Result: inflation in the influencer value; not an industry; no rules or self-regulation possible 

Wide discrepancy in the guidelines or rules about influencers 

- https://talkinginfluence.com/2020/05/18/influencer-regulation-differentmarkets/ 

- Belgium only had self-regulation until recently (in a market that cannot be considered a real 

market) → should you regulate the influencers or the advertisers? 

WEEK 5 

1. Political marketing 

1.1 Warm-up 

- ! Disclaimer: most of this chapter also applies to non-digital political marketing but the 

dynamics are even stronger on (social) digital media 

- Interesting application where the “integrated” aspect of digital and non-digital marketing 

come together. 

o People also talk about the “feeling” of a product or service 

- Traditional marketing and communication strategy, combined with a deep insight in 

traditional and digital media make magic (or, success) 

- “Print first” (billboards, newspapers) → “Digital first” (digital campaigns) → “Social first” 

(social media) logic 

o Focus on ROI of the touchpoints  

o They use social media as a market research tool 

- Same dynamics often apply to other small (non-political) brands 

- Political marketing is a cycle where you have a couple of moments where it’s important to 

rise and shine 

o End goal = day where people go voting 

Remember: MarCom media and tools + REACH & RELEVANCE 

 

- Reach = really first driver 

- Relevance = additional driver on top of that 
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From Kübler et al. 

 

- Electoral success of Trump vs. Clinton 

- They put a lot of things into the model 

o Different from other papers who only point out two drivers 

- Outcome variables: poll data 

- Candidate actions: split up in owned media actions and earned media actions 

o Communication side (owned media): TV ads, your own social media posts, linguistic 

analysis 

o Political engagement (earned media):  

▪ Social media followers & reactions, donations (certainly relevant in the US: 

B2B: negotiations/lobbying where both can win something) 

▪ Media coverage 

• Traditional media coverage 

• Fake news coverage 

o Events 

- Political outcomes: two types of polls 
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Reach + relevance (and at the right time, which also is relevant) 

 

- Main drivers of electoral success: reach and relevance at the right time might be the most 

important thing 

o High volumes of something (reach) with content that is relevant for the consumer 

- The higher the bar, the more important the change was they saw in the polls 

- They saw Clinton being on TV with ads had a very small effect, versus Trump with a big effect 

- Owned media by Clinton: not so much 

- Earned social media = bigger factor 

- Fake news about Clinton = big factor 

- Today: more political stakeholders involved than 15 years ago 

1.2 Intro: law of large numbers 

- Law of large numbers: the bigger you are, the easier your job is 

o A big brand typically has an easier job 

▪ F.ex. Ritchie: every euro they invest in advertising is also invested in Coca 

Cola → you cannot think about soda without thinking about Coca Cola 

▪ F.ex.: smaller universities vs. KU Leuven 

- Much of political marketing is still based on gut-feeling and amateurism, even for the big 

shots  

- But… for those playing in the large numbers (lots of reach, mostly via social media), a 

different dynamic plays.  

o Cf. The double jeopardy law (Sharp): this law states that lesser known brands suffer 

twice; fewer people buy them; and those that do, like them less and are less loyal 

▪ This certainly has some exceptions 

• F.ex. You have brand niches → high brand love 

▪ But for mainstream brands: people are more likely to switch from small 

brands to bigger brands 

- Also works in politics: see Kooyman & Wright (2017) 

- SO… objective is to play in the first league, where large numbers benefits do apply! 

o Otherwise your job will be more difficult 
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May 2019 local elections in Belgium 

- Only a minority of candidates engaged in digital 

campaigning: 11% 

- Average spend per candidate: €201 

- Small difference between male and female 

- Small age effect: but not as much as expected 

- Interestingly: there’s a difference in between parties 

o Least professional digital party (according to 

professor), but most prominent = CD&V 

- Those that ended up with a role were more likely to 

have a digital campaign 

- The larger the community, the more likely they were to 

have a campaign 

- Only 1/4 of all possible politicians that were running 

were having a digital campaign = very strange 

 

 

- Look at the amount of followers! 

- Luc Sels was already the rector of the university = chancellor bonus (if you’re already in 

office) 

o Part of that bonus is the law of large numbers: you have more reach, because you’re 

already in the position 

- Tytgat didn’t have a Twitter account until the day he announced he was running 

!! Follower bots and fake accounts are a force that have to be taken into account 

1.3 Strategy 
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- Three references: 

o Nudging (Thaler): like Kahneman, but more applied to how to use the system in 

thinking to push them into a certain direction 

o Marketing (Sharp): brand distinctiveness 

o Politics (Lakoff): framing 

- Focus on Byron Sharp: building distinctive brands (you should have cues 100% attributable to 

the brand) + constant mental/physical availability 

o In this case: brands = political parties 

o Be distinct: really focus on something that makes you stand out from the rest 

▪ F.ex. Coca Cola: with their typographic style 

o Be relevant: if you make your messages more relevant, you have more likelihood 

that people will pay attention to them 

o Be present: try to grasp every opportunity to communicate 

- Trump 

o Be distinct: “Make America great again” 

o It’s very easy now for the public to make the link between his baseball cap and 

Trump 

- Brexit 

o It’s an easy word, it works 

o But very weird: they had to spend money to get out of the EU 

- Geert Wilders 

1.4 First strategy, then execution 

- Execution, see also tools for on-brand creation of look-and-feel, messages, posts, …  

→ Create a brand book 

- Execution = final wrap-up 

- E.g. Canva 

- F.ex. General template of a party also for local candidates 

Contents might be less important than expected 

- People that you can easily imitate = because they have distinctive features 

o F.ex. Tegen de Sterren op: Theo Francken 

Symbols 

- NVA: peace symbol = distinctive feature on a party level 

o They were a party with a couple of strong politicians 

o An easy way to expand this to rest of the party = a distinctive symbol 

o Only way to make this work = making sure that the famous ones also do it 

- Mark Rutte 

o Initially he was seen as a dull and boring politician 

o Since he has been coached by marketing people, there are two changes 

▪ He touches much more other people (shaking hands, putting hands on 

shoulders) 

▪ Entering with a jacket, taking it off, rolling up the sleeves → “I’m a man who 

likes to do things” 

- Campaign: Video “De weg vooruit” – CD&V 

o This campaign seems to be created for another political party 
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o Certainly in political communication you immediately have to say which party you’re 

advertising for 

- Angela Merkel 

o Her style didn’t change much through the year 

o “Wir schaffen das” 

- Zelenski (Oekraine) 

o Now: green t-shirt, war field beard = distinctive feature 

Execution with words 

 

- Trump: “fake news” 

o Once he started using it, up to 10% of the tweets used the word “fake news” 

o There were words that worked very well in his campaign 

▪ FBI, election, Korean, Russian, fake 

▪ Repeating those words → makes it a distinctive asset 

o “The wall” 

▪ Up to the point that Clinton was also talking about his wall = bad marketing 

for her 

1.5 Looking for reach, while adding relevance 

Example: “zondag Weytsdag” 

- In his former period he had a very mixed kind of responsibility: animal welfare, infrastructure 

- But he knows how media work and how to gain reach 

- “Zondag Weytsdag” = label to coin his behaviour 

- He made sure every Sunday one of his responsibilities could be in the news: something that 

had to do with one of his responsibilities 

- Always showing himself as the non-traditional politician in the field doing things 

“Old school” social media example: Thunderclap N-VA 

- They understood their biggest challenge: they were absent in the digital atmosphere 

o Facebook a bigger player  

- Spring 2014: massive online advertising by N-VA months before the elections 

- Double goal: 
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o Catch-up on social media audience 

o First phase for Thunderclap 

- Unprecedented: having a budget invested in social 

media long before the elections 

- Thunderclap: a tool, where you ask beforehand 

whether at some point you already get the 

permission to automatically retweet and repost a 

certain message 

o They posted this thunderclap among their 

suddenly new market (followers they 

basically bought with their advertising 

campaign) 

o They asked: on the day prior to the 

elections, can we post this message in the 

morning? Do you agree that your account 

will retweet this automatically? → yes 

o Unprecedent: a lot of people were talking about politics on social media, didn’t 

happen before 

o Very radical shift: creates exposure that was unprecedented and had an earned 

media feeling to it → worked really well 

o Within a time span of 6 months, they earned this 

▪ Follower base + earned media 

- Theo Francken: #opkuisen 

o Secretary state of asylum 

o He tweets about asylum seekers that were camping in a park: #opkuisen 

▪ = a frame: you consider them as garbage 

o Twitter and media exploded 

o He gets attention for a couple of days, after 10 days he says he’s sorry and that he 

shouldn’t have used that word 

o Double reach: using the frame, being aware of the attention, reusing the frame and 

saying you’re sorry 
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- At some point Francken was on top of the digital marketing game 

- Currently he doesn’t get that much attraction anymore: he’s put away now 

- ! Sometimes you can see if the tweet was sent from an Android or iPhone: two different 

phones → different people involved (marketing team) 

o This asks for a strong brand strategy and brand book: so you know what to do 

- A more even spread 

 

- Maggie De Block was doing the same job before him 

- More amateuristic 

- She was one of the politicians using social media more frequently 
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o Multiple tweets in the middle of the day: bad idea → people won’t read it then 

Luc Sels 

 

- Know what you should be talking about and focussing on 

- Traffic to websites is really overestimated 

- People read around 3-5 minutes 

o Almost half of that time goes to things that don’t matter: biographical info and 

pictures 

o You do need to have the commitments (because there are key stake holders who are 

influential and want to read it), but you have to be aware of the people who don’t 

want to read all of it 

- Build owned media to boost traffic and conversation: make things talkable 

- Time spent on owned media = time not spent elsewhere 

o If you draw people in, you know they are on your website and not somewhere else 

- Make touchpoints as relevant as possible: you don’t want to mess up owned media exposure 

o This happened with Tytgat 

Jan Tytgat 
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- Content was not clickable or shareable; no distinct brand cues; long texts; conclusions hidden 

(rather than first) = bad 

Analysis of target audience 

- Two strategies: 

o Reach across all segments (cf. Byron Sharp: segmentation is overrated, focus on 

everybody) 

▪ It might be easier to win a couple of votes in segments that you think aren’t 

your segments than winning a major amount of votes in your segment 

o Tailored information for niche segments (with large reach within that segment): 

▪ E.g. Rector elections: international researchers = nice segment 

Luc Sels 2017 

- Bio sketch: most read part → people didn’t know much about him 

- Know what your audience wants to know 

o He wanted to work with academic topics, but people don’t care 

o People want personal info: his hobbys, music 

Social media marketing & politics 

- Volume: to talk a lot, you have to be alert for all communication opportunities. Break down 

the own program in just a couple of basic principles and then link these with all the 

communication opportunities. Be sure to immediately talk about your (political) brand and 

not about externalities  

o Trump was extremely good at this. He could talk about everything and always 

brought it back to his own experience (“fake” / “the wall”) 

- Conversation based on your own frames.  

- Conclusions first, then arguments. Even in video.  

o Although video breaks through the clutter and catches attention, most viewers only 

watch the first few seconds 

1.6 Facebook 

Facebook ad library – transparency on political ads 

- Facebook has been accused of political success 

- Since October 2018 

- Some issues 

- Facebook: no fact checks on political ads 

o By offering an open advertising platform without checking the ads, can be a sign that 

they don’t care that much 

- Note: Twitter stops political advertising 

o Seems good, but puts emphasis on earned attention, which is not unbiased 

▪ Earned attention might be even a bigger danger (polarisation) 

Strategy 

- EXAM: we get a political campaign and we have to analyse it 

o What are the options they choose between?  

- Boris Johnson used an endless list of the same ads that were just ‘targeted’ based on location 

(and adapting the location in the message text) 
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o Very small amount of creation, but a lot of execution 

o F.ex. Add: “Leuven” 

o But it’s just a tiny layer of relevance you add 

Donald Trump 

- Lots of “small” ads = lots of creation 

- Focusing on very specific subgroups 

Belgian political advertising on social media – FB 

- Previously: mostly strategic advertising (see earlier), particularly well executed by NV-A 

- Recent elections: digital strategy well executed by Vlaams Belang 

o Vlaams Belang did this as well: segmented and targeted → was a wise decision of 

them to do so 

- ! Understand the stakeholder system: there’s a cordon sanitaire (political parties don’t 

collaborate with them). The idea extends a little bit to the media as well: not that many 

media that want to host ads of extremist parties. 

o Extremist parties are using more often digital media 

- Vlaams Belang strongly focuses on gender groups 

o Difference in younger and older age groups 
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Reach! 

 

- Analysis of difference between the points at moment 1 and 2 

- The more time you spend online as a political party, the more you improve in the polls 

o Quite a strong correlation 

Ad archives – for political and semi-political issues 

- Transparency after criticism that social media bias elections 

 

- This year: NVA learned its lesson: they want to outspend Vlaams Belang on Facebook 

- Not even elections: always on 
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- May 2021: on average there’s a slight increase 

 

- EXAM: look at this campaign and analyze its strategy 

o How much did they spend, how targeted was the ad, how does the ad execution look 

like, do they use one ad multiple times, do they have multiple ads running? 

o How can I translate what I see? 
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- Twitter banned political advertising 

- In US even banned issue advertising: you had groups who were lobbying for issues 

Again… systems thinking and stakeholder marketing 

- Within political marketing: 

o Know the system (e.g. mandatory voting, primaries, …?) 

▪ We cannot compare politics in US with politics in Belgium 

▪ We are moving away from mandatory voting in Belgium 

o Know the stakeholders 

▪ Newspapers earn money thanks to all kinds of legislations that makes it 

possible for them to still advertise 

o Understand their stakes 

- Also apply them for local committees etc 

- Reach + relevance 

- EXAM: be prepared to give a short analysis of a political campaign or a (semi-)political 

organisation 

WEEK 6 

1. Loose ends 

1.1 Lee & Cho (2020; see Toledo) 
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- “Digital transformation is defined as an effort to secure competitiveness by leveraging digital 

technology to adapt to the changing business environment” (Cho and Lee 2018)  

- Part of the changing business environment comes from internal changes to the system: 

consumers adapting to newer forms of advertising such that effects are not static but 

dynamic expectancies 

- The very basic ideas of how advertising works (reach + relevance), arguments and cue based 

persuasion, little bit of narrative persuasion 
o All these abstract terms could predict advertising effects 50 years ago and can still do 

it today 
o But due to the changing environment, it’s not with the same thing you can still 

explain it 

- For direct marketing we used to have a situation where our letter box was filled with all kinds 

of promotional material and we were happy to receive an email from a commercial company 
o Nowadays it’s vice versa: we’re almost happy if we find something in the letter box 

→ you pay more attention to it today 
▪ = context, dynamics and effects have changed, although it’s the same media 

we’re talking about 

- Three major things coming at us in digital advertising: 
1. Data-driven 

o But the data-driven character of advertising really needs to step up its game. There’s 

so many data, but the statistical knowledge seems to be lacking from the field (AB 

testing). You have more data but at the same time it’s more important to use it than 

with non-digital marketing 
▪ Sometimes death by KPI: focussing on the wrong metrics 

2. Big data and AI, even in the production of ads such as DCO (Dynamic Content 

Optimization) campaigns (but also small data and small datasets) 
o A lot of production is done with AI 
o F.ex. Banner ad campaign 

▪ Most basic: one ad and I run it 5 times, depends on your region.  
▪ AI: you look at the different elements/ingredients (visuals, arguments, etc). 

AI picks the different parameters and combines them to a banner ad → one 

ad exists in 500 theoretical versions  
o Small data(sets) we have to take care of 

▪ You can’t forget the local context (f.ex. we live in Flanders) 
3. Big data in advertising execution, cf. programmatic buying in many different media 

o Programmatic buying has extended to a lot of media 
o You first see it happening in bigger datasets 

▪ For some TV ads, there’s programmatic buying 
▪ Let loose of the stakeholder system, make it an online bidding platform, the 

producers don’t know what will be shown on people’s TV screen 
o Side note: targeted TV ads 

▪ Bad idea in Belgium: the rest category would be too big: cost-benefit not 

good 
o Any device that can be considered as a medium + is connected to the internet + gives 

some kind of ad, can be a made a programmatic advertising medium 

- The authors couple it strongly to the fourth wave (AI etc.) → influence on digital advertising 
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Paid media 

- E.g. anamorphic billboards 

o “Wheel of time” 

o Out of home digital billboards (OOHD): digital technology that makes them 3D during 

the night 

o Relevance: grabs your attention → people taking photos of the ad 

o Reach: only in a couple of major cities they do this, so on a global level you only 

reach a fraction 

o But they only work for a limited amount of time 

Owned media 

- Webshops everywhere 

- A lot of companies stepped up their game 

- Some restaurants thrived during covid due to the fact that they immediately jumped the 

band wagon and grasped the opportunity 

 

- COVID: it’s a mixture: we return to old habits, but in a different way 

 

- Dedicated services 

o F.ex. Etsy 

- Facebook and Instagram shopping 

- A lot of services you can use in an 

easy way to introduce yourself to the 

digital business 

- If companies didn’t try one of these 

options, they’re probably doomed 
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1.2 Reach – Kim et al. (2017) 

- “Forsythe and Shi (2003) proved that heavy online shoppers are likely to be more 

experienced ones (i.e., they have used the Internet for four or more years) than light and 

window shoppers because perceived risks of online purchasing decrease as years of online 

experience increase.”  

- If you get people so habituated to something (like online shopping), they will keep on doing it 

- “Brengman et al. (2005) found that heavy online browsers of non-shopping sites (e.g., sites 

for information and entertainment) are likely to be frequent online shoppers.”  

- “Internet clickstream data, the electronic record of online activity, enriches research on 

online shopping, particularly by providing browsing data across sites and competitive 

retailers. Using such data, Moe and Fader (2004) discovered the positive effect of browsing 

on online shopping. Specifically, the more visits a consumer makes, the more likely he/she is 

to purchase products.” 

o Only window shopping doesn’t exist in the digital world: bigger chance you’ll buy 

What/how do people buy online? 

- The most popular type of goods and services purchased online in the EU was clothes and 

sport goods (64 % of e-buyers), followed by travel and holiday accommodation (53 %). E-

shoppers aged 16-24 were the top age group when it came to clothes and sports goods 

purchases (71 %), those aged 25-54 in buying household goods (50 %) and the older age 

group (55-74) in online purchases of travel and holiday accommodation (57 %).  

o Older age group typically do larger purchases 

- In terms of frequency, the highest proportion of e-shoppers made purchases in the three 

months prior to the survey once or twice (35 %) and the same proportion did so three to five 

times. In terms of amount spent, the highest proportion of e-buyers (40 %) bought goods or 

services for a total of EUR 100-499.  

- 33 % of e-buyers made purchases from sellers in other EU countries, compared with 25 % in 

2012. 

o Belgian retail sale is late to join the party 

o Lot of non-belgian platforms 

o Locally retailers are smaller 

o Lots of shipping problems 

“Cross-border shopping” 

Cross-border online purchases can be an indicator of the smooth functioning of the single market 

for e-commerce and the extent to which consumers make use of wider choices and lower prices. A 

large majority of e-shoppers in the 12 months prior to the survey made online purchases from sellers 

in their own country: 87 %, i.e. down by 4 percentage points from 2012 (Figure 9). An increase could 

be observed for purchases from sellers in other EU countries (from 25 % in 2012 to 33 % in 2017) 

and from sellers outside the EU (from 13 % in 2012 to 23 % in 2017). 

Belgian retail sector should be worried 

OBA in online shopping 

Because online consumers’ browsing history can be observed and recorded in detail, firms routinely 

seek to leverage these data to improve customers’ experiences on their website. For example, 

Amazon.com offers customized recommendations based on users’ browsing and purchase histories, 
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and Apple’s iTunes service provides recommendations according to previous media purchases. 

Managing customer experiences in a retail setting is highly contextual and important (Grewal, Levy, 

and Kumar 2009)  

With this study, we investigate how key outcomes of an online 

purchase experience—purchase decision and amount of 

money spent (hereinafter referred to as “basket value”) might 

depend on the browsing characteristics (number of pages 

viewed and time spent browsing) and the characteristics of 

both the product category being shopped (i.e., the what) and 

the online retailer’s website (i.e., the where), after controlling 

for consumer heterogeneity 

- The “Just Copy Amazon” Fallacy 

o You will probably fail and then it will cost you a 

lot of money 

o Belgium: Bol, Coolblue 

COMEOS 2020 
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- The laptop is used for things that people are unsure about 

- People are indeed shopping things on the fly (with their smartphone) or feel experienced 

enough 

o Maturation of the smartphone 

- Online shopping is stacked with all kinds of digital marketing stuff 

- We are in a reach phase: there’s enough traffic and online shopping to call this reach 

- Of course it’s relevant, because it’s still a medium that is inbound 

o People go to shopping sites (= inbound) → so also relevant 

- So when this market matures, this means a lot for advertisers to have their ads there 

- Webshops create at some point a mental lock-in 

o Once you have a dedicated webshop to go to, the advertising cost drops: that’s a 

dream spot for that platform, the advertisers hijack your habits 

 

- Talking about habitual patterns: you don’t want barriers! 

- Three options 

o Online → buying offline 

o Offline → buying online 

- Digital signage: more easy to update the price 

1.3 Other 

QR and NFC 

- QR codes 

o QR codes bars & restaurants  

→ menus: owned media 

o QR codes never have been a good solution 

for marketing related problems 

o Nowadays sometimes they are making sense 

o You have to make clear what the QR is meant 

for: good call to action: what’s in it for me? 

▪ F.ex. QR codes at the back of buses / in TV ads? Doesn’t make sense 
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- NFC (Near Field Communication) – easier version of the QR code 

o Chip technology 

o Has been in Android phones for 10 years, iPhone never wanted it 

o Since covid we’ve been using it a lot because we don’t want to touch things 

o Our bank cards, smartphones and smartwatches have it 

- Both are geobased 

o Geobased data are highly relevant 

o An act where you yourself decide to give up your privacy 

o F.ex. Lot of people commute to work. Often a modal shift. Most commuters use a 

parking lot. Often people forgot where they parked. A geo location through QR code 

or NFC would be very convenient → if this was in an app, it would be very interesting 

to advertise here. Very interesting to give promotions (f.ex. early morning coffee). 

Could be very local advertising. 

▪ An opportunity that isn’t explored well enough 

Chatbots 

- Couple of years ago people were cynical 

- Last 2 years chatbots became more dominant 

o They get more intelligent 

- Chatbots are definitely convenient for larger businesses 

- Owned media: highly AI kind of digital marketing 

- F.ex. Kate from KBC = very nice example 

- Lock-in: chatbots helps to lock in → making it hard to change banks 

Zarouali et al. 

 

- They analysed people’s reactions towards brand based chatbot experiences 

o Chatbots: people are looking for information = cognitive side  

- Results: on the one hand perceived usefulness and perceived helpfulness (cognitive side of it) 

combined with a couple of affect related things typically predict attitude towards the brands 

and patronize intentions 
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o Earned media intentions 

- Really old school: everything digital and non-digital advertising is triggered by these concepts 

o Combination of perceived informativeness (cognitive side) and perceived pleasure 

(is it enjoyable?) → at least one of the boxes needs to be really ticked / fulfil one of 

these two 

- Chatbots: if it’s not likable, it can put off the cognitive 

side and it won’t work 

Podcasts 

- Lock-in as well: specific type of consumer audience 

- Still in relevance phase, not really reach dimension 

- Production cost is lower 

- High return on investment potentially 

- Lots of studies about native advertising in podcasts 

(influencers) 

Full circle: ad fraud as an internal danger 

- Ad fraud keeps on being a real 

internal danger to the whole 

digital advertising scene 

- Tremendous challenge for the industry 

o F.ex. Unilever, Procter & Gamble talked about it → didn’t work 

- Augustine Fou is interesting person to follow concerning ad fraud 

- “You reached that many computers” → you didn’t reach consumers 

but you still have to pay for it  

 

 

MarCom media and tools 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- How do all these examples of media evolve and relate to one another? 

- How can one type of medium lead to earned media? 

- How can earned media create more exposure? 

- Earned media currently often popping up as paid media (advertisements) 
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MarCom stakeholder groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

- Always keep stakeholders in mind! 

- For almost each kind of marketing you can start from this model 

o F.ex. Earned media: maybe different types of concepts what the medium exactly is 

o F.ex. Owned media: not always that clear how to differentiate the medium from the 

advertiser, because it’s its own medium. The bill is owned medium by the advertiser 

- Advertisers want to persuade consumers and need “media” to reach them. Media need 

advertisers for revenue.  

- Tensions/actions from one group can affect both other groups (e.g. dissatisfied customer can 

blame the medium and/or the advertiser) 

o Tensions can be situated more on one side of the stakeholder system 

o Can happen in a monolithic kind of way: often one stakeholder deciding they don’t 

want to do something anymore (f.ex. consumer) 

o Decision can be something that just gradually happens 

o Changing something for one stakeholder can have all kinds of ripple effects on 

other stakeholders 

- Butterfly effect: one butterfly flapping its wings on the savannah in Africa, could be the 

reason why hours later there’s a tornado approaching the pacific 

o = small things could under certain circumstances create massive effects elsewhere 

o We can project this on digital advertising: small things can result in major events 

▪ F.ex. Facebook: annual yearbooks uni 

o But not everything goes that way! 

- Goldilocks conditions theory 

o Sometimes used in big history 

▪ Discipline that studies how the universe is what it is right now: why does the 

earth and the people on it exist? → caused by a series of very specific 

conditions (f.ex. distance of planets from the sun) 

▪ Takes a lot of assumptions 

o So many if’s that have to be fulfilled in order for us to be here 
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Environmental effects (Pärssinen et al 2018; see Toledo) 

 

 

- Online advertising has a detrimental effect on the environment! 

- In 2018 they estimated that the carbon emissions (CO2) were approximately 16 million tons 

o 13.8 tons is admitted by fraudulent advertising (bots browsing on websites on ads, 

providing profit to fraudulent websites) 

- You should also think about the investments of energy concerning digital media 

o Raw cost of production online advertising is nothing but electricity 

And societal effects… such as biased perceptions 

- How social media biases food 

perceptions of adolescents 

- Social media are polarizing 

o You only see extremes: either 

extremely unhealthy or 

extremely healthy 

▪ F.ex. Never a dull 

lunchbox 

- But we don’t live in extremes! 
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2. Q&A exam 

- How many questions will there be on the exam? 

o He doesn’t know yet. It doesn’t matter that much, there will be a mixture of 

questions 

o Each question will have a point indication 

- Will there be questions on the exam relating to material from the Digital Marketing 

certificates? 

o No, but we can refer to it 

- Can we print the articles and books and bring them to the exam? Are we allowed to highlight 

and make notes in these docs? 

o Yes open book in the most open way you can imagine 

o You can print it, but also open it on your pc 

o You can access the internet 

o One thing is not allowed = communication 

o Use brackets with sources to indicate when you used sources 

- How detailed do we have to know the books that are attached as course material? How to 

approach studying for the course? 

o You have to have a detailed understanding 

- There was no screen shot of the political campaign for question #1 provided in the exam 

sample questions. Could you provide us with one to study and analyze? (e.g. google 

transparency report Aus Labor) 

o We saw them during the last lecture, he would give an overview of a campaign 

- In the marketing industry, there is a lot of discussion about content marketing and native 

marketing / advertising. In the context of this course, are they considered as synonyms or is 

there a distinction between the two? 

o Content marketing = everything inbound related. You provide a lot of content. You 

can of course it also outbound 

o Native marketing / advertising = doesn’t really deal with providing the content, has 

to do with the business model behind it. Lot of native marketing could be considered 

content marketing but isn’t inbound marketing. Often written by journalists 

o Strong resemblance, but a lot of cases were they aren’t the same 

- I didn't quite understand the concept of valence in the Aerts et al. (2017) article. What would 

be a practical example of valence in the context of digital marketing? 

o Valence = psychological term to indicate how positive/negative something is 

o In digital marketing sometimes called sentiment 

- Example of how we need to identify the stakeholders and their stakes...? 

o You start with the basic model: consumers – media – advertisers 

o Then you add things that are relevant for the specific example 

o Wonder: what’s in it for each of them? What does every party wants to win? 

▪ Often money, sometimes leisure, information, joy, long term relationships 

- Should we expect to have Dutch examples in the exam? 

o They might be dutch, but then he’ll explain them 

- Examples of multiple choice question? 

o He gives us an example of an ad (description/visual) and he asks: categorize this ad. 

He’ll give options. In each of the options it’s paid vs. earned – reach vs. relevance – 

inbound vs. outbound 

 


